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Abstract - In this paper, we introduce a new class of sets namely supra b -mi-closed and 
supra b∗ -mi-closed sets in supra topological spaces using the concept of minimal closed sets. 
Further we discuss the comparison of the sets with the other existing sets and their 
characterizations are analyzed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1970, Levine [5] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets which formed a 
strong tool in the characterization of topological spaces. Andrijevic[1] derived a new class of 
generalized open sets in a topological space, the so called b- open sets. In 1983, Mashhour et 
al. [6] introduced supra topological spaces. In 2010, O.R. Sayed and Takashi Noiri [10] 
formulated the concept of supra b-open sets and supra b-continuity on topological spaces. In 
2011, I. Arockiarani and M. Trinita Pricilla introduced bg μ -closed[2], brg μ -closed[3], μT -
closed[4] sets  in supra topological spaces. F. Nakaoka and N. Oda derived some applications 
of minimal open sets [7]. In this paper we use the notion of b -closed sets and introduce supra 
b -mi-closed and supra b∗ -mi-closed sets and their properties are derived. Also we 
investigated the relationship with the other existing sets in supra topological spaces.  
 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1:[6] A subfamily μ  of  X  is said to be a supra topology on X  if  
i) μφ ∈,X  
ii) If μ∈iA  for all Ji∈ , then μ∈∪ iA . ( )μ,X  is called supra topological space. 

The elements of μ  are called supra open sets in ( )μ,X  and complement of supra 

open set is called supra closed set and it is denoted by cμ . 

Definition 2.2:[6] The supra closure and supra interior of a set A are defined as 
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Definition 2.3:[10] Let ( )μ,X  be a supra topological space. A set A is called a supra b -open 

set if ( )( ) ( )( )AclAclA μμμμ intint ∪⊆ . The complement of a supra b -open set is called supra 
b -closed set. 

Definition 2.4:[2] Let ( )μ,X  be supra topological space. A set A of ( )μ,X  is called supra 

generalized b -closed set (simply bg μ -closed) if ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ whenever UA⊆  and U is 
supra open. The complement of supra generalized b - closed set is supra generalized b -open 
set.  

Definition 2.5:[3] A subset A of a supra topological space ( )μ,X  is called supra generalized 

b -regular closed set (simply brg μ -closed) if ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ whenever UA⊆  and U is supra 
regular open. The complement of supra generalized b -regular closed set is supra generalized 
b -regular open set.  

Definition 2.6:[4] A subset A of ( )μ,X  is called μT -closed set if ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ
 whenever 

UA⊆  and U is supra bg μ -open in ( )μ,X . The complement of μT -closed set is called μT -
open set. 

Definition 2.7: A proper nonempty subset A of a topological space ( )τ,X  is called 

i) A minimal open[7] (minimal closed[9]) set is any open (resp.closed) subset of X 
which is contained in A, is either A or φ . 

ii) A maximal open[8] (maximal closed[9]) set is any open (resp.closed) set which 
contains A, is either A or X. 

III. Supra b-mi-closed and supra *b-mi-closed Sets 

Definition 3.1: A subset A of a supra topological space ( )μ,X  is called supra b -mi-closed if 

( ) UAbcl ⊆μ  whenever UA⊆  and U is supra mi-open set in ( )μ,X . 

Definition 3.2: A subset A of a supra topological space ( )μ,X  is called supra b∗ -mi-closed if 

( ) UAbcl ⊆μ whenever UA⊆  and U is supra mi- b open set in ( )μ,X . 

Theorem 3.3: Every supra b∗ -mi-closed set is supra b -mi-closed. 
Proof: Let A be supra b∗ -mi-closed. Let UA⊆ and U is supra mi-open set in ( )μ,X . Since 

every supra mi-open set is supra mi- b open. Since A is supra b∗ -mi-closed then ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ

whenever UA⊆  and U is supra mi- b open. Therefore A is supra b -mi-closed. 

Theorem 3.4: Every supra b -mi-closed is bg μ  closed. 
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Proof: Let UA⊆ where U is supra mi-open in ( )μ,X . Since every supra mi-open is supra 

open. Since A is supra b -mi-closed, we have ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ  whenever UA⊆  and U is supra 

open. Hence A is bg μ  closed. 

Example 3.5: Let { }dcbaX ,,,= , { }},,{},,,{},,{},{},{,, dcbbcadadaXφμ = .  

Here { }b  is bg μ  closed but not supra b -mi-closed. 

Theorem 3.6: Every supra b -mi-closed is μT -closed. 
Proof: Let UA⊆ where U is supra mi-open in ( )μ,X . Since every supra mi-open is supra 

open and every supra open is bg μ
 open. Since A is supra b -mi-closed, we have ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ  

whenever UA⊆  and U is bg μ  open. Hence A is μT -closed. 

Theorem 3.7: Every supra b -mi-closed is brg μ -closed. 
Proof: The proof is same as theorem 3.4. 

Example 3.8: Let { }dcbaX ,,,= , { }},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{,, cbacacbbacaXφμ = .  
Then supra b -mi-closed sets are { }}{},{, caφ . 

brg μ -closed sets are 
{ }},,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{},{,, dbadcadcbcbadbcadadccbbadcbaXφ

μT -closed sets are { }},,{},,,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{},{,, dbadcbdadccbbadcbaXφ . 

Here }{b  is brg μ -closed and μT -closed but not supra b -mi-closed. 

Theorem 3.9: Every supra b∗ -mi-closed is μT -closed. 
Proof: The proof is same as theorem 3.6.  

Example 3.10: Let { }edcbaX ,,,,= , and 
{ }},,,{},,,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,{},,{},,{},{,, edcbedcaedcedacbaedcacbaXφμ = .  

Then μT -closed sets are 
},,,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{},{},{,,{ cbaecebdbeadaeddccbbaedcbaXφ

},,,,{},,,,{},,,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{ edcaedcbdcbadbaedaedbecbedadcb
}},,,{},,,,{ ecbaedba . 

Supra b∗ -mi-closed sets are { }.},{},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{},{},{,, eceddccbedcbaXφ  

Here { }ba,  is μT -closed but not supra b∗ -mi-closed. 

Theorem 3.11: Every supra b∗ -mi-closed is brg μ -closed. 
Proof: The proof is same as theorem 3.4.  

Remark 3.12: We have the following implications by summing up the above theorems. 
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Theorem 3.13: Let A be supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) subset of ( )μ,X  then 

( ) AAbcl −μ does not contain any non empty supra mi-closed sets (supra mi- b -closed). 

 Proof: Let F  be supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed) set such that ( ) AAbclF −⊆ μ . Then 

( )AbclF μ⊆  and AXF −⊆ .This implies that FXA −⊆ . A is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗

-mi-closed) and FX −  is supra mi-open (supra mi- b -open).Therefore ( ) FXAbcl −⊆μ .That 

is ( )AbclXF μ−⊆ . Hence ( ) ( )( ) φμμ =−∩⊆ AbclXAbclF . 

Theorem 3.14: Let A be suprab -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) set in ( )μ,X . Then A is 

supra b -closed iff  ( ) AAbcl −μ is supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed). 
Proof: Let A be supra b -mi-closed (supra * b mi-closed) set in ( )μ,X . If A is supra b -closed 

we have ( ) φμ =− AAbcl  which is supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed) set. 

Conversely, let ( ) AAbcl −μ is supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed). Then by theorem 3.13, 

( ) AAbcl −μ does not contain any non-empty supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed) subset of 

itself then ( ) φμ =− AAbcl . This implies that ( )AbclA μ= . Therefore A is supra b -closed. 

Theorem 3.15: If A is supra mi-open (supra mi- b  open) and supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -
mi-closed) then A is μb -closed. 
Proof: Let A be supra mi-open (supra mi- b  open) and suprab -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-
closed). Then ( ) AAbcl ⊆μ . But always ( )AbclA μ⊆ . Therefore ( )AbclA μ= . That is A is μb
-closed. 

Theorem 3.16: If A is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) set and B is any set such that 
( )AbclBA μ⊆⊆  then B is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) set. 

Proof: Let UB ⊆  where U is supra mi-open (supra mi- b  open) set. Then BA⊆ implies 
UA⊆ . Since A is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) and UA⊆ then ( ) UAbcl ⊆μ .  

( )AbclB μ⊆  implies ( ) ( )AbclBbcl μμ ⊆ .Thus ( ) UBbcl ⊆μ . Hence B is supra b -mi-closed 

(supra b∗ -mi-closed) set. 

Supra b -mi-closed Supra b∗ -mi-closed 

brg μ -closed 

bg μ -closed μT -closed 
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Definition 3.17: A set XA⊆  is called supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open)  if its 
complement is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed). 

Theorem 3.18: A subset XA⊆  is supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open) if and only if 
( )AbF μint⊆ whenever F is supra mi -closed (supra mi- b -closed) set and AF ⊆ . 

Necessity: Let A be supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open) set and suppose AF ⊆  where F is 
supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed). Then AX − is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) 
set contained in the supra mi-open (supra mi- b -open) set FX − . Hence 

( ) FXAXbcl −⊆−μ . Then ( ) FXAbclX −⊆− μ . Thus ( )AbF μint⊆ . 
Sufficiency: Suppose F is supra mi-closed (supra mi- b -closed) and AF ⊆  implies 

( )AbF μint⊆ .Let UAX ⊆− where U is supra mi-open (supra mi- b -open).Then AUX ⊆−  

where UX −  is supra mi -closed (supra mi- b -closed). By hypothesis ( )AbUX μint⊆−

.That is ( ) UAbX ⊆− μint . Then ( ) UAXbcl ⊆−μ  implies AX − is supra b -mi-closed 

(supra b∗ -mi-closed).That is A is supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open). 

Theorem 3.19: If ( ) ABAb ⊂⊂μint and A is supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open) then B is 

supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open). 
Proof: ( ) ABAb ⊂⊂μint  implies ( )AbXBXAX μint−⊂−⊂− .That is 

( )AXbBXAX −⊂−⊂− μint . Since AX − is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) by 

theorem 3.16, BX − is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed) and hence B is supra b -mi-
open (supra b∗ -mi-open). 

Theorem 3.20: If  XA⊂  is supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed)  then ( ) AAbcl −μ is 

supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open). 
Proof: Let A be supra b -mi-closed (supra b∗ -mi-closed). Let F be supra mi-closed (supra b∗ -
mi-closed) set ( ) AAbclF −⊆ μ .Then by theorem 3.13, φ=F  so ( )( )AAbclbclF −⊆ μμ .This 

shows that ( ) AAbcl −μ is supra b -mi-open (supra b∗ -mi-open). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In supra topological space, supra b -mi-closed and supra b∗ -mi-closed sets are introduced 
using the concept of minimal closed sets and some specific relationships are also established. 
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